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Hyperspeed Fragfest is a miniatures-based first person co-op shooter for
Fantasy Grounds. Whilst playing Hyperspeed Fragfest with a friend you must
deal with the hordes of enemies that invade the small town with toxic and
explosive chemicals, you’ll need to thwart their onslaught with your trusty
arsenal of zombie slaying weaponry, from the ever-popular Spork-Saw, to your
trusty harpoon gun, you must defend the town at all costs! Deliver a steady
stream of ammo and flamers to your friends as they navigate the labyrinth of
laboratory bays and assembly lines. With over 10 weapons at your disposal,
you’ll have to improve your skills in aiming and firing to survive against the
hordes of aggressive zombies with their stalwart attacks and frequent slowdown. Hyperspeed Fragfest is a highly playable miniatures turn based tactical
wargame, fantastic for pair play against friends, clan games or even just for
the weekend fun! Incoming Fusillades: Incoming Fusillades is a miniaturesbased FPS for Fantasy Grounds by Luke Herzog. Incoming Fusillades: Brawler
has inspired XCOM/X-Com like gameplay, where you command the defence of
a small town in dangerous shooter. You must use your team of up to 5
miniatures to defend your residents against ruthless invaders, who are
equipped with the ultimate arsenal of weapons, bombs, missiles and flamers.
With your weapons you must counter attack the hordes of incoming enemies
from several angles, whilst you’ll have to resolve combat encounters with your
miniatures. The game is able to support 5 different miniatures types. The
game also includes several 15mm scale war figures, capable of being brought
to life and used in combat with your miniatures. Included in the box are the
figures, accessories and tokens required to play. Incoming Fusillades: Brawler
is a fast paced FPS game, played in a turn based format where each miniatures
turn is resolved. There are no dice and therefore, no chance of a “worst case
scenario”. For those of you who’d prefer a “Horde Games” style game, where
the players compete to kill each other, you’ll be pleased to know that there is a
“co-op mode” to play this way as well! Incoming Fusillades: Brawler was
designed with the beginner as its core
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Holy Water: In your demonic host you receive 10 temporary hit points per
round. These temporary hit points can never be reduced. When these hit
points are depleted, you lose your Evil Awareness ability for the round. Your
demon can recover the temporary hit points in this manner.

Fantasy Grounds - Compass Point 02 - Cult of the Iron
Mask (3.5E) Product features:
Holy Water: In your demonic host you receive 10 temporary hit points per
round. These temporary hit points can never be reduced. When these hit
points are depleted, you lose your Evil Awareness ability for the round. Your
demon can recover the temporary hit points in this manner.
A foe.
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